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An examination of how to move from consensus to implementation using
collaborative approaches to natural resource management, urban planning, and
environmental policy. Collaborative approaches are increasingly common across
a range of governance and policy areas. Single-issue, single-organization
solutions often prove ineffective for complex, contentious, and diffuse problems.
Collaborative efforts allow cross-jurisdictional governance and policy, involving
groups that may operate on different decision-making levels. In Beyond
Consensus, Richard Margerum examines the full range of collaborative
enterprises in natural resource management, urban planning, and environmental
policy. He explains the pros and cons of collaborative approaches, develops
methods to test their effectiveness, and identifies ways to improve their
implementation and results. Drawing on extensive case studies of collaborations
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in the United States and Australia, Margerum shows that collaboration is not just
about developing a strategy but also about creating and sustaining arrangements
that can support collaborative implementation. Margerum outlines a typology of
collaborative efforts and a typology of networks to support implementation. He
uses these typologies to explain the factors that are likely to make collaborations
successful and examines the implications for participants. The rich case studies
in Beyond Consensus—which range from watershed management to
transportation planning, and include both successes and failures—offer lessons in
collaboration that make the book ideal for classroom use. It is also designed to
help practitioners evaluate and improve collaborative efforts at any phase. The
book's theoretical framework provides scholars with a means to assess the
effectiveness of collaborations and explain their ability to achieve results.
The debate over the value of community-based environmental collaboration is
one that dominates current discussions of the management of public lands and
other resources. In Community-Based Collaboration: Bridging Socio-Ecological
Research and Practice, the volume’s contributors offer an in-depth
interdisciplinary exploration of what attracts people to this collaborative mode.
The authors address the new institutional roles adopted by community-based
collaborators and their interaction with existing governance institutions in order to
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achieve more holistic solutions to complex environmental challenges.
Contributors: Heidi L. Ballard, University of California, Davis * Juliana E. Birkhoff,
RESOLVE * Charles Curtin, Antioch University * Cecilia Danks, University of
Vermont * E. Franklin Dukes, University of Virginia and George Mason University
* María Fernández-Giménez, Colorado State University * Karen E. Firehock,
University of Virginia * Melanie Hughes McDermott, Rutgers University * William
D. Leach, California State University, Sacramento * Margaret Ann Moote, private
consultant * Susan L. Senecah, State University of New York College of
Environmental Science and Forestry * Gregg B. Walker, Oregon State University
The key difference between success and failure for most governance systems is
adaptation, specifically the ability to resolve the existing social, cultural, economic
and environmental challenges that constrain adaptation. Local, regional and
national systems differ in how they are designed to organize effective
participation and create innovative ideas for missions, goals, strategies and
actions. They also differ in how they build the effective coalitions needed to
adopt, guide and protect strategies and actions during implementation, and how
to build competence and knowledge to sustain implementation. This book
presents the strategic foundations for government’s role in fostering and
adapting to societal transformation in a volatile world. It shifts the focus of the
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discipline from an overtly retrospective analysis to a prospective analysis,
incorporating the role of foresight techniques and instruments. Above all, it
stimulates debate about the practical implications of governance as an emergent
future-oriented framework of public management. This challenging book aims to
facilitate dialogue and discussion between academics and practitioners, and
encourage advanced students to take a new perspective on Public Management
during these volatile times.
The term collaboration is widely used but not clearly understood or
operationalized. However, collaboration is playing an increasingly important role
between and across public, nonprofit, and for-profit sectors. Collaboration has
become a hallmark in both intragovernmental and intergovernmental
relationships. As collaboration scholarship rapidly emerges, it diverges into
several directions, resulting in confusion about what collaboration is and what it
can be used to accomplish. This book provides much needed insight into existing
ideas and theories of collaboration, advancing a revised theoretical model and
accompanying typologies that further our understanding of collaborative
processes within the public sector. Organized into three parts, each chapter
presents a different theoretical approach to public problems, valuing the
collective insights that result from honoring many individual perspectives. Case
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studies in collaboration, split across three levels of government, offer additional
perspectives on unanswered questions in the literature. Contributions are made
by authors from a variety of backgrounds, including an attorney, a career
educator, a federal executive, a human resource administrator, a police officer, a
self-employed entrepreneur, as well as scholars of public administration and
public policy. Drawing upon the individual experiences offered by these
perspectives, the book emphasizes the commonalities of collaboration. It is from
this common ground, the shared experiences forged among seemingly disparate
interactions that advances in collaboration theory arise. Advancing Collaboration
Theory offers a unique compilation of collaborative models and typologies that
enhance the existing understanding of public sector collaboration.
This book is about accomplishing change in how land is managed in agricultural
watersheds. Wide-ranging case studies repeatedly document that plans, policies,
and regulations are not adequate substitutes for the empowerment of people.
Ultimately change on the land is managed and accomplished by the people that
live on land within each watershed.
The ‘Environmental Problem-Solving - A Video-Enhanced Self-Instructional eBook from MIT’ e-book presents short-excerpts from carefully selected readings,
expert commentaries on those readings, interactive assignments, short videos of
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the best MIT student responses to the assignments, exam questions with
excellent student responses and additional video excerpts of MIT faculty
discussing the four main elements of the curriculum: models of environmental
policy-making; competing theories of environmental ethics; tools for
environmental assessment and environmental decision-making; and techniques
for public engagement and group decision-making. The e-book covers the
material presented in the semester-long course required of all students enrolled
in MIT’s Environmental Policy and Planning Specialization. It includes the actual
assignments the MIT students are expected to complete each week as well as
videos of the real-time oral presentations they are required to make to visiting
practitioners. The final exam is accompanied by the best student answers.
In recent years, water resource management in the United States has begun a
shift away from top-down, government agency-directed decision processes
toward a collaborative approach of negotiation and problem solving. Rather than
focusing on specific pollution sources or specific areas within a watershed, this
new process considers the watershed as a whole, seeking solutions to an
interrelated set of social, economic, and environmental problems. Decision
making involves face-to-face negotiations among a variety of stakeholders,
including federal, state, and local agencies, landowners, environmentalists,
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industries, and researchers. Swimming Upstream analyzes the collaborative
approach by providing a historical overview of watershed management in the
United States and a normative and empirical conceptual framework for
understanding and evaluating the process. The bulk of the book looks at a variety
of collaborative watershed planning projects across the country. It first examines
the applications of relatively short-term collaborative strategies in Oklahoma and
Texas, exploring issues of trust and legitimacy. It then analyzes factors affecting
the success of relatively long-term collaborative partnerships in the National
Estuary Program and in 76 watersheds in Washington and California. Bringing
analytical rigor to a field that has been dominated by practitioners' descriptive
accounts, Swimming Upstream makes a vital contribution to public policy, public
administration, and environmental management.
Offers a thorough assessment of the state of nonprofit organizations in America,
as well as the key trends that affect them. Original.
Successes and speed bumps on the road to sustainable communities.
South East Queensland has been one of the fastest growing regions of Australia, both
in terms of its rapidly growing population and an ever-expanding built environment. It is
also one of the most vulnerable regions likely to suffer from the adverse impacts of
climate change, especially increased flooding, storms, coastal erosion and drought.
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Responding to Climate Change: Lessons from an Australian Hotspot brings together
the results of cutting-edge research from members of the Griffith Climate Change
Response Program, showing how best to respond to anticipated changes and how to
overcome barriers to adaptation. The authors treat climate change adaptation as a
cross-cutting, multi-level governance policy challenge extending across human
settlements, infrastructure, ecosystems, water management, primary industries,
emergency management and human health. The research focuses on, but is not limited
to, the experience of climate change adaptation in the recognised climate hotspot of
South East Queensland. The results of this research will be of interest to planners,
policy makers and other practitioners engaged in urban and environmental planning,
coastal management, public health, emergency management, and physical
infrastructure at the local, regional and metropolitan government scales.
Minnesota has a unique role in U.S. water policy. Hydrologically, it is a state with more
than 12,000 lakes, an inland sea, and the headwaters of three major river systems: the
St Lawrence, the Red River of the North, and the Mississippi. Institutionally, Minnesota
is also unique. All U.S. states use Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) approaches to
addressing impaired waters. Every TMDL requires a substantial investment of
resources, including data collection, modeling, stakeholder input and analysis, a
watershed management plan, as well as process and impact monitoring. Minnesota is
the only state in the union that has passed legislation (the 2007 Clean Water Legacy
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Act) providing significant resources to support the TMDL process. The book will be an
excellent guide for policymakers and decision makers who are interested in learning
about alternative approaches to water management. Non-governmental organizations
interested in stimulating effective water quality policy will also find this a helpful
resource. Finally, there are similarities between the lessons learned in Minnesota and
the goals of water policy in several other states and nations, where there are competing
uses of water for households, agriculture, recreation, and navigation.
The school of thought surrounding the urban ecosystem has increasingly become in
vogue among researchers worldwide. Since half of the world’s population lives in cities,
urban ecosystem services have become essential to human health and wellbeing.
Rapid urban growth has forced sustainable urban developers to rethink important steps
by updating and, to some degree, recreating the human–ecosystem service linkage.
Assessing, as well as estimating the losses of ecosystem services can denote the
essential effects of urbanization and increasingly indicate where cities fall short. This
book contains 13 thoroughly refereed contributions published within the Special Issue
“Urban Ecosystem Services”. The book addresses topics such as nature-based
solutions, green space planning, green infrastructure, rain gardens, climate change,
and more. The contributions highlight new findings for landscape architects, urban
planners, and policymakers. Important future cities research is considered by looking at
the system connectivity between the social and ecological sphere—via varying forms of
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urban planning, management, and governance. The book is supported by methods and
models that utilize an urban sustainability and ecosystem service-centric focus by
adding knowledge-base and real-world solutions into the urbanization phenomenon.
This handbook brings together contributions from experts in environmental and/or
conservation psychology to review the current state of research. In addition to
summarizing current knowledge, it provides an understanding of the relationship
between environmental and conservation psychology, and of the directions in which
these interdependent areas of study are heading.
A comprehensive analysis of diverse areas of scholarly research on U.S. environmental
policy and politics, this Handbook looks at the key ideas, theoretical frameworks,
empirical findings and methodological approaches to the topic. Leading environmental
policy scholars emphasize areas of emerging research and opportunities for future
enquiry.
In this book, Joan Hoffman examines the watershed collaboration from an economic
perspective as well as the possibility of alternative means of water protection such as
regulation. The case is examined in the light of similar collaborations elsewhere in the
world.
This book applies interactive perspectives, which have historically mainly been
discussed in the context of Western European countries, to case studies on water
governance in Asia. It examines how these perspectives can be used to reveal complex
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and dynamic interactions in water governance in Asia, and how interactions between
policies and practices, as well as those between formal institutes and emerging informal
institutes, come to pass. In two introductory chapters and seven case studies in Asia
(two from China, and each one from Japan, Thailand, the Philippines, Indonesia, and
India), the book reveals the interactive forms currently emerging in Asia under
hierarchical but often fragmented administrative systems. In addition, it explores
emerging hybrid forms of interactive governance, which bring together governmental
and non-governmental actors, and discusses how the expected role of government and
roles of non-governmental actors could be changed to solve problems in a more
cooperative manner. In this context, researchers from outside the locality could play an
important role, helping facilitate such forms of interactive governance. The book offers
extensive information on the essential features of interactive forms, and on the role of
such transdisciplinary approaches, making it a valuable resource not only for scholars
and university students, but also for policymakers and grass-roots practitioners directly
involved in the interactive process of water governance.
With $2 billion spent annually on stream restoration worldwide, there is a pressing need
for guidance in this area, but until now, there was no comprehensive text on the
subject. Filling that void, this unique text covers both new and existing information
following a stepwise approach on theory, planning, implementation, and evaluation
methods for the restoration of stream habitats. Comprehensively illustrated with case
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studies from around the world, Stream and Watershed Restoration provides a
systematic approach to restoration programs suitable for graduate and upper-level
undergraduate courses on stream or watershed restoration or as a reference for
restoration practitioners and fisheries scientists. Part of the Advancing River
Restoration and Management Series. Additional resources for this book can be found
at: www.wiley.com/go/roni/streamrestoration.
The New Geographies of Energy: Assessment and Analysis of Critical Landscapes is a
pioneering collection of new geographic scholarship. It examines such vitally important
research topics as energy dilemmas of the United States, large trends and patterns of
energy consumption including China’s role, "peak oil", energy poverty, and ethanol and
other renewable energy sourcing. The book offers advances in key emerging areas of
energy research, each distinguished in the following sections: (i) geographic
approaches to energy modeling and assessment; (ii) fossil fuel landscapes; (iii) the
landscapes of renewable energy; (iv) landscapes of energy consumption; and (v) an
overview of the new geographies of energy (Karl Zimmerer, Annals Nature-Society and
Energy issue editor) and an essay on America’s oil dependency (Vaclav Smil,
renowned energy geographer). In addition there is a specially commissioned book
review. This book was published as a special issue of the Annals of the Association of
American Geographers.
Coastal Governance provides a clear overview of how U.S. coasts are currently
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managed and explores new approaches that could make our shores healthier. Drawing
on recent national assessments, Professor Richard Burroughs explains why traditional
management techniques have ultimately proved inadequate, leading to polluted waters,
declining fisheries, and damaged habitat. He then introduces students to governance
frameworks that seek to address these shortcomings by considering natural and human
systems holistically. The book considers the ability of sector-based management,
spatial management, and ecosystem-based management to solve critical
environmental problems. Evaluating governance successes and failures, Burroughs
covers topics including sewage disposal, dredging, wetlands, watersheds, and
fisheries. He shows that at times sector-based management, which focuses on
separate, individual uses of the coasts, has been implemented effectively. But he also
illustrates examples of conflict, such as the incompatibility of waste disposal and fishing
in the same waters. Burroughs assesses spatial and ecosystem-based management’s
potential to address these conflicts. The book familiarizes students not only with current
management techniques but with the policy process. By focusing on policy
development, Coastal Governance prepares readers with the knowledge to participate
effectively in a governance system that is constantly evolving. This understanding will
be critical as students become managers, policymakers, and citizens who shape the
future of the coasts.
Most contemporary public managers will work in some type of collaborative or
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networked arrangement at some time in their professional careers. More and more
work in public administration and policy is now being done in collaborative formats, and
while there are many studies, articles, and cases describing successful endeavors, a
good deal of confusion persists about what, exactly, makes them work. What are the
best practices? This book focuses on the processes, protocols, and incentives needed
for successful collaborative endeavors. Moving beyond new public governance theories
and the limits of new public management, Chandler uniquely focuses on the facilitative
skills and tools that members and facilitators need for success in collaborative work.
Written by an author with both academic and practical experience in organizing,
developing, leading, and facilitating public-private collaboratives, this book has both an
academic thrust and an action focus, drawing on case studies from the fields of health
and human services to highlight important theoretical and/or practice points. Making
Collaboratives Work is required reading for undergraduate and graduate publicadministration students of collaborative management, nonprofit administration,
organizational theory and practice, communications, public policy, and leadership. The
book is also ideally suited to public administrators and nonprofit managers asked to
work in public-private partnerships and collaboratives to solve complex problems.
This book represents a landmark effort to probe and analyze the theory and empirics of
designing water disaster management policies. It consists of seven chapters that
examine, in-depth and comprehensively, issues that are central to crafting effective
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policies for water disaster management. The author uses historical surveys, institutional
analysis, econometric investigations, empirical case studies, and conceptual-theoretical
discussions to clarify and illuminate the complex policy process. The specific topics
studied in this book include a review and analysis of key policy areas and research
priority areas associated with water disaster management, community participation in
disaster risk reduction, the economics and politics of ‘Green’ flood control, probabilistic
flood forecasting for flood risk management, polycentric governance and flood risk
management, drought management with the aid of dynamic inter-generational
preferences, and how social resilience can inform SA/SIA for adaptive planning for
climate change in vulnerable areas. A unique feature of this book is its analysis of the
causes and consequences of water disasters and efforts to address them successfully
through policy-rich, cross-disciplinary and transnational papers. This book is designed
to help enrich the sparse discourse on water disaster management policies and
galvanize water professionals to craft creative solutions to tackle water disasters
efficiently, equitably, and sustainably. This book should also be of considerable use to
disaster management professionals, in general, and natural resource policy analysts.
This book was published as a special issue of the Journal of Natural Resource Policy
Research.
A critical appraisal of why environmental policies fail and succeed, Environmental
Policymaking and Stakeholder Collaboration provides policy makers with the keys to
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navigating complicated environmental issues and stakeholder negotiations. It covers
theories in environmental policy making and stakeholder management, compares and
contrasts failed an
Will tensions and disputes among states sharing international water courses and lakes
turn into active conflicts? Addressing this question, the book shows that these concerns
are more prominent due to the locations and underlying political dynamics of some of
these large rivers and the strategic interests of major powers. Written by a combination
of leading practitioners and academics, this book shows that states are more prone to
cooperate and manage their transboundary issues over the use of their common water
resources through peaceful means, and the key institutions they employ are
international river basin organizations (RBOs). Far from being mere technical
institutions, RBOs are key mechanisms of water diplomacy with capacity and
effectiveness varying on four key interrelated factors: their legal and institutional
development, and the influence of their technical and strategic resources. The basins
analyzed span all continents, from both developed and developing basins, including the
Columbia, Great Lakes, Colorado, Senegal, Niger, Nile, Congo, Jordan, Helmand, Aral
Sea, Mekong, Danube and Rhine. Contributing to the academic discourse on
transboundary water management and water conflict and cooperation, the book
provides insights to policy-makers on which water diplomacy engagements can be
successful, the strengths to build on and the pitfalls to avoid so that shared water
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resources are managed in a cooperative, sustainable and stable way.
Wild salmon, trout, char, grayling, and whitefish (collectively salmonids) have been a
significant local food and cultural resource for Pacific Northwest peoples for millennia.
The location, size, and distribution of urban areas along streams, rivers, estuaries, and
coasts directly and indirectly alter and degrade wild salmonid populations and their
habitats. Although urban and exurban areas typically cover a smaller fraction of the
landscape than other land uses combined, they have profound consequences for local
ecosystems, aquatic and terrestrial populations, and water quality and quantity.?
This book provides a critical analysis of the impact of borders and divided governance
on large rivers in federal political systems. The OECD has identified the global water
crisis as one of governance and policy fragmentation. Population and economic
This book explores the motivational determinants that drive local cross-sector
environmental watershed collaboration. Key findings identify variations in the level of
prevalence in motivational determinants across sectors.
Fundamental changes have occurred in all aspects of forestry over the last 50 years, including
the underlying science, societal expectations of forests and their management, and the
evolution of a globalized economy. This textbook is an effort to comprehensively integrate this
new knowledge of forest ecosystems and human concerns and needs into a management
philosophy that is applicable to the vast majority of global forest lands. Ecological forest
management (EFM) is focused on policies and practices that maintain the integrity of forest
ecosystems while achieving environmental, economic, and cultural goals of human societies.
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EFM uses natural ecological models as its basis contrasting it with modern production forestry,
which is based on agronomic models and constrained by required return-on-investment.
Sections of the book consider: 1) Basic concepts related to forest ecosystems and silviculture
based on natural models; 2) Social and political foundations of forestry, including law,
economics, and social acceptability; 3) Important current topics including wildfire, biological
diversity, and climate change; and 4) Forest planning in an uncertain world from small privatelyowned lands to large public ownerships. The book concludes with an overview of how EFM
can contribute to resolving major 21st century issues in forestry, including sustaining forest
dependent societies.
Hugh P. Possingham Landscape-scale conservation planning is coming of age. In the last
couple of decades, conservation practitioners, working at all levels of governance and all
spatial scales, have embraced the CARE principles of conservation planning –
Comprehensiveness, Adequacy, Representativeness, and Efficiency. Hundreds of papers
have been written on this theme, and several different kinds of software program have been
developed and used around the world, making conservation planning based on these
principles global in its reach and influence. Does this mean that all the science of conservation
planning is over – that the discovery phase has been replaced by an engineering phase as we
move from defining the rules to implementing them in the landscape? This book and the
continuing growth in the literature suggest that the answer to this question is most definitely
‘no. ’ All of applied conservation can be wrapped up into a single sentence: what should be
done (the action), in what place, at what time, using what mechanism, and for what outcome
(the objective). It all seems pretty simple – what, where, when, how and why. However stating
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a problem does not mean it is easy to solve.
This important Handbook is an essential guide to the state-of-the-art concepts, debates and
innovative practices in the field of cumulative impact assessment. It helps to strengthen the
foundations of this challenging field, identify key issues demanding solutions and summarize
recent trends in forward progress, particularly through the use of illustrative case examples.
This Handbook provides a comprehensive statement and reference point for theory, research
and practice with regard to environment and communication, and it does this from a
perspective which is both international and multi-disciplinary in scope. Offering comprehensive
critical reviews of the history and state of the art of research into the key dimensions of
environmental communication, the chapters of this handbook together demonstrate the
strengths of multi-disciplinary and cross-disciplinary approaches to understanding the centrality
of communication to how the environment is constructed, and indeed contested, socially,
politically and culturally. Organised in five thematic sections, The Routledge Handbook of
Environment and Communication includes contributions from internationally recognised
leaders in the field. The first section looks at the history and development of the discipline from
a range of theoretical perspectives. Section two considers the sources, communicators and
media professionals involved in producing environmental communication. Section three
examines research on news, entertainment media and cultural representations of the
environment. The fourth section looks at the social and political implications of environmental
communication, with the final section discussing likely future trajectories for the field. The first
reference Handbook to offer a state of the art comprehensive overview of the emerging field of
environmental communication research, this authoritative text is a must for scholars of
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environmental communication across a range of disciplines, including environmental studies,
media and communication studies, cultural studies and related disciplines.
Prior to the Nixon administration, environmental policy in the United States was rudimentary at
best. Since then, it has evolved into one of the primary concerns of governmental policy from
the federal to the local level. As scientific expertise on the environment rapidly developed,
Americans became more aware of the growing environmental crisis that surrounded them.
Practical solutions for mitigating various aspects of the crisis - air pollution, water pollution,
chemical waste dumping, strip mining, and later global warming - became politically popular,
and the government responded by gradually erecting a vast regulatory apparatus to address
the issue. Today, politicians regard environmental policy as one of the most pressing issues
they face. The Obama administration has identified the renewable energy sector as a key
driver of economic growth, and Congress is in the process of passing a bill to reduce global
warming that will be one of the most important environmental policy acts in decades. The
Oxford Handbook of U.S. Environmental Policy will be a state-of-the-art work on all aspects of
environmental policy in America. Over the past half century, America has been the world's
leading emitter of global warming gases. However, environmental policy is not simply a
national issue. It is a global issue, and the explosive growth of Asian countries like China and
India mean that policy will have to be coordinated at the international level. The book will
therefore focus not only on the U.S., but on the increasing importance of global policies and
issues on American regulatory efforts. This is a topic that will only grow in importance in the
coming years, and this will serve as an authoritative guide to any scholar interested in the
issue.
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Water policy seems in perpetual crisis. Increasingly, conflicts extend beyond the statutory
authority, competence, geographical jurisdictions, and political constituencies of highly
specialized governing authorities. While other books address specific policy approaches or the
application of adaptive management strategies to specific problems, this is the first book to
focus more broadly on adaptive governance, or the evolution of new institutions that attempt to
resolve conflicts among competing authorities. Adaptive Governance and Water Conflict
investigates new types of water conflicts among users in the seemingly water-rich Eastern
United States. Eight case studies of water quality, water quantity, and habitat preservation or
restoration in Florida were chosen to span the range of conflicts crossing fragmented
regulatory boundaries. Each begins with a history of the conflict and then focuses on the
innovative institutional arrangements - some successful, some not - that evolved to grapple
with the resulting challenges. In the chapters that follow, scholars and practitioners in urban
planning, political science, engineering, law, policy, administration, and geology offer different
theoretical and experience-based perspectives on the cases. Together, they discuss five
challenges that new institutions must overcome to develop sustainable solutions for water
users: Who is to be involved in the policy process? How are they to interact? How is science to
be used? How are users and the public to be made aware? How can solutions be made
efficient and equitable? In its diverse perspectives and unique combination of theory,
application, and analysis, Adaptive Governance and Water Conflict will be a valuable book for
water professionals, policy scientists, students, and scholars in natural resource planning and
management.
The most pressing problems facing humanity today — over-population, energy shortages,
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climate change, soil erosion, species extinctions, the risk of epidemic disease, the threat of
warfare that could destroy all the hard-won gains of civilization, and even the recent fibrillations
of the stock market — are all ecological or have a large ecological component. in this volume
philosophers turn their attention to understanding the science of ecology and its huge
implications for the human project. To get the application of ecology to policy or other practical
concerns right, humanity needs a clear and disinterested philosophical understanding of
ecology which can help identify the practical lessons of science. Conversely, the urgent
practical demands humanity faces today cannot help but direct scientific and philosophical
investigation toward the basis of those ecological challenges that threaten human survival.
This book will help to fuel the timely renaissance of interest in philosophy of ecology that is
now occurring in the philosophical profession. Provides a bridge between philosophy and
current scientific findings Covers theory and applications Encourages multi-disciplinary
dialogue
A theoretical and empirical study of the "quiet revolution" in watershed management that marks
a shift away from bureaucratic, top-down decision making.
Collaborative approaches to governance are being used to address some of the most difficult
environmental issues across the world, but there is limited focus on the challenges of practice.
Leading scholars from the United States, Europe and Australia explore the theory and practice
in a range of contexts, highlighting the lessons from practice, the potential limitations of
collaboration and the potential strategies for addressing these challenges.

Effective protection of the marine and terrestrial environment increasingly
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requires cooperation between neighbouring States, international organizations,
government entities and communities within States. This book analyses key
aspects of transboundary environmental law and policy and their implementation
in Asia, Australasia and Australian offshore territories, and surrounding areas
beyond national jurisdiction including Antarctica. It discusses the potential for
implementing key transboundary environmental mechanisms such as the 1991
Convention on Environmental Impact Assessment in a Transboundary Context
(Espoo Convention) and its 1997 Protocol on Strategic Environmental
Assessment (Kiev Protocol) in Australia and Asia drawing on experience from
other regions and the potential application of these agreements to all UN member
states. The book makes an innovative contribution to research in the area of
transboundary environmental governance particularly as it applies to Asia,
Australasia and international areas, supplementing similar research which has
predominantly focused on Europe and North America.
A bold and profoundly new way of governing environmental problems is palpable
around the globe and aims to overcome the limitations of the interventionist state
and its market alternative to offer more effective and legitimate solutions to
today's most pressing environmental problems. The 'new environmental
governance' (NEG) emphasises a host of novel characteristics including
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participation, collaboration, deliberation, learning and adaptation and 'new' forms
of accountability. While these unique features have generated significant praise
from legal and governance scholars, there have been very few systematic
evaluations of NEG in practice, and it is still unclear whether NEG will in fact
'work', and if so, when and how. This book offers one of the most rigorous
research investigations into cutting edge trends in environmental governance to
date. Focusing its inquiry around some of the most central, controversial and/or
under researched characteristics of NEG, the book offers fresh insights into the
conditions under which we can best achieve successful collaboration, effective
learning and adaptation, meaningful participatory and deliberative governance
and effective forms of accountability. The book synthesizes its findings to identify
seven key pillars of 'good' NEG that are central to its success and will provide
useful guidance for policymakers and scholars seeking to apply new governance
to a wide range of environmental and non-environmental policy contexts. The
book also advances our understanding of State governance and will be a
valuable reference for scholars, researchers and students working in law and
regulation studies - especially in the field of environmental law.
This book addresses the activities of three grassroots environmental
collaborations in the Chesapeake Bay region. Citizen-based collaboration can be
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effective in ecosystem restoration when applied at the proper scale with
appropriate levels of social capital and skilled conveners with well-defined goals.
Scale is an overlooked issue in the research on interactive governance. This
book takes up the important task of investigating the scalar dimensions of
collaborative governance in networks, partnerships, and other interactive arenas
and explores the challenges of operating at a single scale, across or at multiple
scales and of moving between scales. First published as a special issue of Policy
& Politics, the volume explores the role of scale and scaling in a wide range of
policy areas, including employment policy, water management, transportation
planning, public health, university governance, artistic markets, child welfare and
humanitarian relief. Cases are drawn from Asia, Australia, Europe, and North and
South America and span all levels from local to global. Together, the theoretical
framework and the empirical case studies sensitize us to the tensions that arise
between scales of governance and to the challenges of shifting from one scale of
governance to another.
Making Space for the River examines the recent developments in river
management that aim to green rivers, including increasing river discharge for
flood management, enhancing natural and landscape values, promoting local or
regional economic development, urban regeneration.
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